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Abstract

This work proposes a software environment implementing a methodology for acquiring
and exploiting the collective perception (CP) of Points of Interests (POIs) in a Smart City,
which is meant to support decision makers in urban planning and management. This envi-
ronment relies upon semantic knowledge discovery techniques and fuzzy computational
approaches, including natural language processing, sentiment analysis, POI signatures
and Fuzzy Cognitive Maps, turning them into a cohesive architectural blend in order to
effectively gather the realistic perception of a user community towards given areas and
attractions of a Smart City. The environment has been put to the test via a thorough ex-
perimentation against a massive user base of an online community with respect to a large
metropolitan city (the City of Naples). Such an experimentation yielded consistent re-
sults, useful for providing decision makers with a clear awareness of the positive as well
as critical aspects of urban areas, and thus helping them shape the measures to be taken
for an improved city management and development.
Keywords: smart cities, fuzzy logic, text mining, sentiment analysis

1 Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Context

Data and traces that people leave on the So-
cial Web every day can be exploited to support
a plethora of different applications in a variety of
domains, including security, marketing, education,
and government. Specifically, in the context of

Smart Cities, being able of analyze messages, posts,
tweets and tags that users share and send on the net-
work makes it possible to derive powerful knowl-
edge in order to understand how the citizens live
in their city, how they use public spaces and facil-
ities, how they spend their free time: that is, how
they behave as citizens of a Smart City as a whole.
Clearly, such information can be tremendously use-
ful for the governance and the urban planning of
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the city. This is demonstrated by the huge num-
ber of research articles as well as research projects
in this field. As an example, the European Union-
funded project “Urban Sensing1” has the objective
of analyzing user-generated contents to understand
both how cities currently operate, and how they can
change in the future to better satisfy citizens’ needs.
To fulfill this purpose, the traditional information
sources (e.g., traffic information, demographic in-
formation, interviews of citizens, etc.) are no longer
sufficient on their own. Currently, it is useful, and
sometimes essential, to be able to gather the opin-
ions, interests, perceptions, complaints and habits
of the citizens, and it is needed to do so in a non-
intrusive way, in order to obtain information that is
as truthful and accurate as possible. Indeed, such in-
formation, although difficult to acquire, allows peo-
ple to understand the perception of the citizens with
respect to their quality of life, as well as to iden-
tify potential hidden issues that may not be easily
visible to the governors and the urban planners of
the city. This means that, although it might be rel-
atively simple for a mayor to know that a road is
full of holes, it could be much more difficult for her
to be aware that a newly renovated square is per-
ceived as uncomfortable by tourists because of the
presence of dirt in the streets nearby. Such kinds of
perception are indeed crucial to increase the qual-
ity of life in a city, and are even more important for
smart tourist destinations in order for them to attract
a large number of tourists.

What clearly emerges is that gathering and in-
terpreting the perception of citizens and tourists, by
analyzing their activities related to the city on the
social media, is a powerful and useful way to im-
prove the urban ecosystem, since it may uncover
hidden phenomena that might otherwise be diffi-
cult to identify; these phenomena can then repre-
sent the starting point for the planning and imple-
mentation of strategies to bring about even smarter
cities. All of this information needs of course to
be gathered, processed, integrated and turned into
qualitative and quantitative indicators, so that it may
effectively support the decision making of the gov-
ernment bodies of the city. Thus, this information
should be integrated within the context of Deci-
sion Support System (DSS) in order to complement
the decision makers’ own insight, knowledge and

intuitions with structured, rational models and ap-
proaches, with the ultimate purpose of improving
the whole decision-making process.

With the advent of the Semantic Web and the
explosion of social networks, a deluge of informa-
tion has flooded the Web and can now be exploited
by DSS as well for a variety of purposes and appli-
cations, thus potentially strengthening their success
and pervasiveness [1]. In the context of a Smart
City, it is no wonder, then, that decision support sys-
tems are becoming increasingly pivotal, as defined
by IBM [2]. Unfortunately, those DSS used within
such a context typically tend to rely on the data de-
rived from the range of sensors and logs that cap-
ture the “state” of a Smart City from a quantitative
perspective. However, as stated earlier, nowadays it
is crucial to be able to capitalize the whole amount
of subjective, qualitative but nonetheless useful in-
formation that can be found scattered across social
interactions among people on the web and similar
media.

The idea that this work wants to stress out is
the fact that, by gathering and taking advantage of
social data from people and citizens, the resulting
discoveries could prove extremely useful for deci-
sion makers to enact policies, implement measures
and carry out actions upon an urban area.

1.2 Motivation

A Smart City is a city striving to operate in a
sustainable and intelligent way, via the integration
of all its infrastructures, services and devices in a
single technological platform based on ICT tech-
nologies, thus ensuring its economic and political
efficiency, and enabling and supporting its human,
social and cultural development [3, 4].

The government of a city have to understand the
needs and the issues that the citizens are facing; oth-
erwise, it may not be able to define the best strate-
gies to improve the infrastructures and the services
of the city itself. This is due to the fact that the most
valuable resources of the city are the citizens them-
selves [5]. To start a transition leading towards a
Smart City, a city needs to adopt proper metrics in
order to set realistic goals meant to improve its citi-
zens’ quality of life. Such metrics should definitely
take into account the point of view of the citizens.

1http://urban-sensing.eu/
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In this regard, the urban planning, along with
the governance of the city, should consider not only
the technical and economic aspects, but also — and
most of all — the social structures of the city. A
good planning process should consider all the pub-
lic and private interests and issues in order to try
and minimize conflicts and produce a good and sus-
tainable planning result. According to the authors
of [6], the main problem is actually to integrate all
of the aforementioned issues and all of the different
interests of the citizens into the planning and con-
trol processes of the city itself.

As a consequence, the main research objective
of this work is to find a way to measure the per-
ception that citizens have about their urban spaces
and their different facets (quality of life, safety, en-
vironment, etc.). While pursuing this objective, one
must consider that the points of view of governors
and citizens are usually significantly different, and
that for the former being able to capture and under-
stand all the difficulties and daily issues of the lat-
ter can be quite complex, especially in large cities.
Nonetheless, the adoption of traditional investiga-
tion tools, like interviews, surveys, and reports, is
not always enough to provide truthful and accurate
information. Furthermore, such tools are often ex-
pensive and time consuming, and thus they usually
cannot provide results in real time, or at least in the
short term. Other, more recent, approaches, like the
one in [7], propose the use of Sentiment Analysis
techniques, but most of the time they do not provide
a quantitative measure that can help decision mak-
ers evaluate the differences in the perception and
opinion of the community over time.

As stated in the previous subsection, the social
web represents a valuable source of information for
understanding the emotion and the perception of the
citizens with respect to the quality of their urban life
in the city. The main challenge this work wants to
address is the one related to the extraction of knowl-
edge from these data and to the quantification of
the collective perception. The collective perception
(CP) is defined as the perception that a community
of users has with respect to an asset of the city (e.g.,
POIs, utilities, urban spaces, infrastructures).

1.3 Proposed Solution

This work proposes a software environment
meant to acquire and exploit the collective percep-

tion of people and citizens, as coming from social
media, with respect to Points of Interest (POIs) of
a Smart City, relying upon an innovative combina-
tion of techniques from different research areas, in-
cluding semantic knowledge discovery, natural lan-
guage processing, sentiment analysis, as well as
fuzzy computational approaches and the concept of
POI and Area signatures. This environment aims at
providing decision makers with an advanced system
that might be able to improve their decision pro-
cesses and help them shape the present and future
of a Smart City.

This approach proposed is complementary to
other traditional metrics and KPIs of Smart Cities.
Since a Smart City must be centered around citi-
zens’ needs, this work proposes a software environ-
ment meant to obtain their perception about the dif-
ferent Points of Interest of the city. By proposing
a quantitative way to measure the collective per-
ception, such information may also be used as an
index to understand how the perception of the cit-
izens varies over time, (for instance, after a new
infrastructure is built), and therefore how such in-
terventions on the city are perceived by the citizens.
The environment has thus the purpose to analyze
people’s perceptions related to specific geographic
areas, and understand how the population reacts to
new urban policies.

The proposed software environment consists of:

– An approach to conceptualize the elements that
characterize a Point of Interest in the city, which
is preliminary (and a prerequisite) to the analy-
sis of the messages and comments that the users
of a considered community leave on the web.

– An approach, based on text mining and senti-
ment analysis techniques, to analyze the com-
ments and the messages of the users of the com-
munity in order to identify the observations that
such users have expressed regarding the POI and
to quantify the sentiment values associated with
them.

– An approach, based on Fuzzy logic, to quantify
the collective perception of the community re-
garding a specific POI or a whole urban area.

– An application, based on Fuzzy Cognitive Map,
which is able to exploit the computed value of
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the city. This is demonstrated by the huge num-
ber of research articles as well as research projects
in this field. As an example, the European Union-
funded project “Urban Sensing1” has the objective
of analyzing user-generated contents to understand
both how cities currently operate, and how they can
change in the future to better satisfy citizens’ needs.
To fulfill this purpose, the traditional information
sources (e.g., traffic information, demographic in-
formation, interviews of citizens, etc.) are no longer
sufficient on their own. Currently, it is useful, and
sometimes essential, to be able to gather the opin-
ions, interests, perceptions, complaints and habits
of the citizens, and it is needed to do so in a non-
intrusive way, in order to obtain information that is
as truthful and accurate as possible. Indeed, such in-
formation, although difficult to acquire, allows peo-
ple to understand the perception of the citizens with
respect to their quality of life, as well as to iden-
tify potential hidden issues that may not be easily
visible to the governors and the urban planners of
the city. This means that, although it might be rel-
atively simple for a mayor to know that a road is
full of holes, it could be much more difficult for her
to be aware that a newly renovated square is per-
ceived as uncomfortable by tourists because of the
presence of dirt in the streets nearby. Such kinds of
perception are indeed crucial to increase the qual-
ity of life in a city, and are even more important for
smart tourist destinations in order for them to attract
a large number of tourists.

What clearly emerges is that gathering and in-
terpreting the perception of citizens and tourists, by
analyzing their activities related to the city on the
social media, is a powerful and useful way to im-
prove the urban ecosystem, since it may uncover
hidden phenomena that might otherwise be diffi-
cult to identify; these phenomena can then repre-
sent the starting point for the planning and imple-
mentation of strategies to bring about even smarter
cities. All of this information needs of course to
be gathered, processed, integrated and turned into
qualitative and quantitative indicators, so that it may
effectively support the decision making of the gov-
ernment bodies of the city. Thus, this information
should be integrated within the context of Deci-
sion Support System (DSS) in order to complement
the decision makers’ own insight, knowledge and

intuitions with structured, rational models and ap-
proaches, with the ultimate purpose of improving
the whole decision-making process.

With the advent of the Semantic Web and the
explosion of social networks, a deluge of informa-
tion has flooded the Web and can now be exploited
by DSS as well for a variety of purposes and appli-
cations, thus potentially strengthening their success
and pervasiveness [1]. In the context of a Smart
City, it is no wonder, then, that decision support sys-
tems are becoming increasingly pivotal, as defined
by IBM [2]. Unfortunately, those DSS used within
such a context typically tend to rely on the data de-
rived from the range of sensors and logs that cap-
ture the “state” of a Smart City from a quantitative
perspective. However, as stated earlier, nowadays it
is crucial to be able to capitalize the whole amount
of subjective, qualitative but nonetheless useful in-
formation that can be found scattered across social
interactions among people on the web and similar
media.

The idea that this work wants to stress out is
the fact that, by gathering and taking advantage of
social data from people and citizens, the resulting
discoveries could prove extremely useful for deci-
sion makers to enact policies, implement measures
and carry out actions upon an urban area.

1.2 Motivation

A Smart City is a city striving to operate in a
sustainable and intelligent way, via the integration
of all its infrastructures, services and devices in a
single technological platform based on ICT tech-
nologies, thus ensuring its economic and political
efficiency, and enabling and supporting its human,
social and cultural development [3, 4].

The government of a city have to understand the
needs and the issues that the citizens are facing; oth-
erwise, it may not be able to define the best strate-
gies to improve the infrastructures and the services
of the city itself. This is due to the fact that the most
valuable resources of the city are the citizens them-
selves [5]. To start a transition leading towards a
Smart City, a city needs to adopt proper metrics in
order to set realistic goals meant to improve its citi-
zens’ quality of life. Such metrics should definitely
take into account the point of view of the citizens.

1http://urban-sensing.eu/
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collective perception in order to assess the im-
pact of the perception of citizens about the qual-
ity of the urban area with respect to the other
assets of the city.

Such an approach has been implemented in a
Service-Oriented Architecture, described in Sec-
tion 3, which can be used for the design and the
implementation of different tools and applications
for supporting decision making and urban planning
of a Smart City. As a proof of concept, the whole
architecture has been experimented in a real case
study set in the city of Naples.

1.4 Outline

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the methodological background of the pro-
posed environment is reported. Section 3 describes
the architecture of the environment along with its
enabling technologies. In Section 4, an exten-
sive experimentation on a large metropolitan city
is reported. Section 5 provides some considera-
tions about the experimentation results, underlying
a number of theoretical and managerial implica-
tions of the proposed environment. Finally, in Sec-
tion 6 conclusions are drawn.

2 Background

This section describes the methodological sub-
strate underlying the proposed environment, which
includes the concepts of semantics-based knowl-
edge discovery, POI signatures and Fuzzy Cogni-
tive Maps for Smart Cities, as detailed respectively
in the following subsections.

2.1 Semantic Knowledge Discovery

Knowledge discovery based on semantic tech-
niques has been progressively acquiring promi-
nence within the context of intelligent systems as
a method to extract, as automatically as possible,
meaningful information from unstructured or semi-
structured textual data sources and turn it into a
cohesive representation. In this regard, a number
of methodologies and tools, either freely-accessible
or covered by commercial licenses, are nowadays
available for performing a variety of knowledge dis-
covery tasks from textual sources. In this work,
CONCEPTUM [8] and a custom-made Sentiment

Analysis tool based on SentiWordNet [9] have been
used for carrying out the tasks related to the ex-
traction and building of the POI knowledge base
and to the evaluation of the sentiment (expressed
in terms of positivity/objectivity/negativity) behind
the words and expressions used to talk about a POI
by the users of a community. Further details on how
such activities are performed can be found in Sec-
tion 3.

2.2 POI Signatures

As mentioned in [10], POI signatures are de-
fined as follows. Given a web community of users
who post comments and reviews about some Points
of Interest (POIs) of a city (e.g., TripAdvisor), it
is possible to describe their activities via a matrix
< U,P,O > containing the set U of users, the set
P of POIs and the set O of observations. If a user
ur used an observation ot for describing the POI ps,
the point in the matrix with coordinates < r,s, t > is
marked [11]. This mechanism can thus be used to
describe the activities of a single user, or the activi-
ties regarding a given POI, and so on. Specifically,
it is possible to define the fuzzy set UserActivity
which represents how much a given user is active in
the community in the following way

UserActivitypt (u) = {bi

ui
} (1)

where

bi =
# observations by user ui f or POI pt

max # di f f erent observations by a user
(2)

with i = 1, ..,n where n is the number of users.

Similarly, it is possible to define another fuzzy
set, ObsPop, which represents how much a given
observation/tag is popular in the community

ObsPoppt (o) = {
a j

o j
} (3)

where

a j =
# times o j is used f orPOI pt

max# users making a single observation f or pt
(4)

with j = 1, ...m where m is the number of observa-
tions.

These two fuzzy sets by themselves are enough
to provide a characterization of the community in
terms of active users and popularity of some ob-
servations. More interesting is a relationship that,
given a specific POI, allows one to understand how
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such a POI is perceived by the users by analyzing
the observations they used to describe it and how
many users are interested in it. Accordingly, a fuzzy
relationship is defined between the two fuzzy sets,
called POI Signature, which is a fuzzy representa-
tion of the POI according to the community

POISignaturept (u,o) =

=UserActivity(u)×ObsPop(o)
(5)

For a single user ui and observation o j, the value
of the relationship is

POISignaturept (ui,o j) =

= min{UserActivitypt (ui),ObsPoppt (o j)}
(6)

As such, the concept of POI signatures allows
one to characterize a given POI in terms of the ob-
servations made by users with respect to it. These
observations, for the purposes of this work, are ad-
jectives or expressions used or mentioned by users
within the context of their POI-related comments
posted on online discussion boards, forums or so-
cial networks.

2.3 Fuzzy Cognitive Maps for Smart Cities

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) [12] are graphs
meant to represent a variety of relationships among
concepts like events, processes or states FCMs al-
low qualitative reasoning on the states of complex
systems [13]. In a FCM, a node of the graph rep-
resents a concept Ci, connected via cause/effect re-
lationships to other concepts, and making up a key
factor of the modeled system. The strength of the
relationship between concepts Ci and Cj is repre-
sented by a weight wi j: negative weights represent
inverse causality, while positive ones mean direct
causality. The activation value Ai of concept Ci is
given by

Ak+1
i = f (Ak

i +
n

∑
j=1, j ̸=i

Ak
jw ji) (7)

where Ak+1
i is the activation level of the concept Ci

at the k + 1 iteration, Ak
j is the activation level of

the concept Cj at the k iteration, w ji is the weight
between concepts Cj and Ci, and f is a threshold
function. Considering that a FCM represents cause-
effect relationships among different concepts, it has

been widely employed for supporting what-if anal-
ysis. Indeed, it is possible to consider an initial
scenario of simulation given by a activation vec-
tor S0 = (s1, ...,sn) where si ∈ [0,1] is the activa-
tion level of concept Ci. Starting from the activa-
tion vector S0 of the initial scenario, it is possible
to compute the activation values of the concepts in
the following iteration of the map, resulting in a set
of transitions A0 → A1 → .... When a limit cycle
is found or a fixed state is found, it is possible to
know which is the new state of the map or of spe-
cific concepts of interest. In such a way, it is clear
that, starting from a baseline scenario, it is possi-
ble to simulate what will happen when the state of
a specific concept changes, thus performing what-if
analysis.

In the context of Smart Cities, many papers
explored the use of FCMs as an analytical and
decision-support tool in different contexts like, for
instance, to support urban resilience analysis [14],
green issues [15], urban planning [16]. The au-
thors in [10] proposed the use of FCMs as means
to model the mental representations that communi-
ties of citizens or experts have shaped with respect
to urban issues. In such a case, the urban planners
and the decision makers have a powerful tool to an-
alyze the impact of the collective perception that
the citizens possess about a specific city asset (e.g.
quality of transportation, level of safety, etc.) and
to understand how such a perception may influence
the other assets of the city. In order to be able to
activate the FCM with the collective perception of
the citizens, so as to perform scenario analysis, it
is firstly needed to identify high level objectives for
the Smart City (i.e. why are we performing such
scenario analysis?). Starting from such objectives,
it is possible to define a set of qualitative indicators
related to the different city assets (e.g. the level of
safety as perceived by the community, the quality
of the urban area, etc.). Such indicators, together
with the above mentioned objectives allow us to de-
fine a Fuzzy Cognitive Map supporting the reason-
ing on different perspectives that the stakeholders
of the city have with regards to the high-level objec-
tives such as “improving quality of life”, “improv-
ing safety”, “reducing pollution” and so on. Further
details on the definition and use of Fuzzy Cogni-
tive Map activated by the collective perception can
be found in [10]. In the evaluation section (Sec-
tion 4) a complete example of the use of an FCM
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collective perception in order to assess the im-
pact of the perception of citizens about the qual-
ity of the urban area with respect to the other
assets of the city.

Such an approach has been implemented in a
Service-Oriented Architecture, described in Sec-
tion 3, which can be used for the design and the
implementation of different tools and applications
for supporting decision making and urban planning
of a Smart City. As a proof of concept, the whole
architecture has been experimented in a real case
study set in the city of Naples.

1.4 Outline

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the methodological background of the pro-
posed environment is reported. Section 3 describes
the architecture of the environment along with its
enabling technologies. In Section 4, an exten-
sive experimentation on a large metropolitan city
is reported. Section 5 provides some considera-
tions about the experimentation results, underlying
a number of theoretical and managerial implica-
tions of the proposed environment. Finally, in Sec-
tion 6 conclusions are drawn.

2 Background

This section describes the methodological sub-
strate underlying the proposed environment, which
includes the concepts of semantics-based knowl-
edge discovery, POI signatures and Fuzzy Cogni-
tive Maps for Smart Cities, as detailed respectively
in the following subsections.

2.1 Semantic Knowledge Discovery

Knowledge discovery based on semantic tech-
niques has been progressively acquiring promi-
nence within the context of intelligent systems as
a method to extract, as automatically as possible,
meaningful information from unstructured or semi-
structured textual data sources and turn it into a
cohesive representation. In this regard, a number
of methodologies and tools, either freely-accessible
or covered by commercial licenses, are nowadays
available for performing a variety of knowledge dis-
covery tasks from textual sources. In this work,
CONCEPTUM [8] and a custom-made Sentiment

Analysis tool based on SentiWordNet [9] have been
used for carrying out the tasks related to the ex-
traction and building of the POI knowledge base
and to the evaluation of the sentiment (expressed
in terms of positivity/objectivity/negativity) behind
the words and expressions used to talk about a POI
by the users of a community. Further details on how
such activities are performed can be found in Sec-
tion 3.

2.2 POI Signatures

As mentioned in [10], POI signatures are de-
fined as follows. Given a web community of users
who post comments and reviews about some Points
of Interest (POIs) of a city (e.g., TripAdvisor), it
is possible to describe their activities via a matrix
< U,P,O > containing the set U of users, the set
P of POIs and the set O of observations. If a user
ur used an observation ot for describing the POI ps,
the point in the matrix with coordinates < r,s, t > is
marked [11]. This mechanism can thus be used to
describe the activities of a single user, or the activi-
ties regarding a given POI, and so on. Specifically,
it is possible to define the fuzzy set UserActivity
which represents how much a given user is active in
the community in the following way

UserActivitypt (u) = {bi

ui
} (1)

where

bi =
# observations by user ui f or POI pt

max # di f f erent observations by a user
(2)

with i = 1, ..,n where n is the number of users.

Similarly, it is possible to define another fuzzy
set, ObsPop, which represents how much a given
observation/tag is popular in the community

ObsPoppt (o) = {
a j

o j
} (3)

where

a j =
# times o j is used f orPOI pt

max# users making a single observation f or pt
(4)

with j = 1, ...m where m is the number of observa-
tions.

These two fuzzy sets by themselves are enough
to provide a characterization of the community in
terms of active users and popularity of some ob-
servations. More interesting is a relationship that,
given a specific POI, allows one to understand how
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for performing what-if analysis in a real case will
be provided.

3 An Environment for Extracting
and Evaluating the Users’ Per-
ception of POIs

The environment proposed in this work is a soft-
ware architecture made up of a number of different
components, whose fundamental purpose is to find
information related to POIs among online sources
and understand how such POIs are perceived by
users. Specifically, the proposed architecture inte-
grates a number of different approaches and tech-
niques. Some of them, like those responsible for the
analysis and conceptualization of texts, are based on
advanced knowledge discovery methods and tools,
which have been described by the authors in pre-
vious works ([8], for example) and have been cus-
tomized for the specific problem accordingly. Oth-
ers, on the other hand, are novel altogether, includ-
ing the approach for the identification and measure-
ment of the value of collective perception, based
on Fuzzy Logic and on the concept of User Signa-
ture [11], which has been reformulated by the au-
thors in order to apply it to the context of users’
opinions about specific resources.

As such, the environment includes the follow-
ing components:

1. a Knowledge Extractor and Builder module
(KEB), which encapsulates software compo-
nents for crawling texts from online sources and
processing them via lexical analysis, NLP and
wikification techniques, as well as for building
taxonomies from the texts themselves;

2. a Sentiment Detector and Analyzer module
(SDA), whose purpose is to find textual refer-
ences to POIs from online messages and evalu-
ate their sentiment values in terms of the posi-
tivity, negativity or neutrality of the opinions ex-
pressed by online users;

3. a Collective Perception Identifier module (CPI),
meant to produce the POI signatures for each
POI, or the Area signature for an entire area con-
taining more than one POI, thus evaluating the
collective perception of the community with re-
spect to the POIs or the Area. The CP is then

used in order to perform scenario analysis by us-
ing Fuzzy Cognitive Maps.

The conceptual architecture of the proposed en-
vironment is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Conceptual architecture of the
environment.

3.1 Extraction and Building of the POI
Knowledge Base

The Knowledge Extractor and Builder mod-
ule (KEB) is responsible of acquiring information
about the POIs to be considered and turning it into
a structured taxonomy of relevant concepts. Given a
POI, such a module implements the procedure made
up of the following steps.

3.1.1 Text Crawling and Extraction

Textual repositories containing relevant infor-
mation about the POI are crawled (step 1.1 from
Table 1). Specifically, at this stage of the work
the Wikipedia page (article) describing the POI is
the one considered. This choice was made to pro-
vide the system with an information summary for
the selected POI, given the general availability of
Wikipedia articles and the user-driven knowledge
usually contained within them. Thus, the automatic
crawling of this information overcomes the need to
manually identify relevant tags for the specific POI
and painstakingly annotate it accordingly. Besides,
the user-driven nature of such information makes
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the subsequent phases of the whole process easier,
especially concerning the gathering of users’ ob-
servations (as described later in Section 3.2) and
specifically the detection of POI references from the
user community (Section 3.2.1), since users may be
in principle more inclined to use similar terms or
expressions as those found within the correspond-
ing Wikipedia article.

Since the length of an article may vary and
a deluge of potentially irrelevant information may
flood the system, in order to minimize the possibil-
ity of ending up with an excessive number of irrel-
evant terms, only the introduction paragraph of the
page is currently taken into account. In the event
that an introduction paragraph is not present, the
first section (with the exception of the “History”
section) is considered; it might be also worth men-
tioning that, when considering a sufficiently small
number of POIs, a supervision of this mechanism
may be employed so that only the most relevant
blocks of text are actually used and passed to the
system.

Further developments of this work may come to
include specific information pages from additional
official and informal sources, including the tourism
websites of the city, province or region where the
considered POI is located.

3.1.2 Conceptualization

A conceptualization phase is carried out upon
the retrieved text, by using the corresponding ser-
vice provided by the CONCEPTUM system [8].
This phase (corresponding to step 1.2 from Ta-
ble 1) performs natural language processing upon
the given text and returns the semantically most rel-
evant concepts from the text by cross-referencing
a common-sense knowledge base (Wikipedia). As
such, the identified concepts are not necessar-
ily those with the highest number of occurrences
within the text: the number of their occurrences is
weighted against their relevance score according to
their respective presence and affinity in documents
(articles) of the common-sense knowledge base.

Specifically, this conceptualization phase pro-
cesses the retrieved text as follows:

– the text is preliminarily cleaned by removing
punctuation, stop-words etc.;

– the cleaned text is tagged with Part-Of-Speech
(POS) tags and lemmatized accordingly;

– a shallow syntax parsing is performed upon the
text;

– the information from POS tagging and syntax
parsing, along with some language-dependent
proximity rules, is used to compose terms (e.g.
adjective + noun, contiguous upper-case nouns
etc.), according to the process described in [17];

– while the above mentioned language processing
is performed, a Wikification process of the orig-
inal text, based on Wikipedia Miner [18] and
originally applied in [19, 20] is carried out in
order to produce a number of topics from the
Wikipedia common-sense knowledge base that
are semantically relevant to the given text;

– a matching is performed between the composed
terms from the language processing step and the
common-sense topics from the wikification step,
by using syntactical distances (e.g. Levenshtein,
Jaccard) and synonym expansion. Each match is
thus assigned a matching score: those matches
scoring higher than a given percentage threshold
(currently 70%) are deemed good;

– the resulting good matches (composed term-
topic pairs) correspond to the most relevant se-
mantic concepts from the input text; specifically,
the topic element from the pair is selected as the
concept to be returned for each match.

Figure 2. Terms returned from a text describing
the POI of Piazza Plebiscito, Naples, organized in
a tag cloud according to their semantic relevance.

A sample output of the terms returned from a
text describing a POI (Piazza Plebiscito, Naples),
organized in a tag cloud according to their respec-
tive relevance score, is shown in Figure 2, before
matching them with topics from the Wikification
process. Figure 3, instead, shows the term-topic
pairs eventually derived from the conceptualization
phase, ordered from left to right by decreasing rele-
vance score.
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for performing what-if analysis in a real case will
be provided.

3 An Environment for Extracting
and Evaluating the Users’ Per-
ception of POIs

The environment proposed in this work is a soft-
ware architecture made up of a number of different
components, whose fundamental purpose is to find
information related to POIs among online sources
and understand how such POIs are perceived by
users. Specifically, the proposed architecture inte-
grates a number of different approaches and tech-
niques. Some of them, like those responsible for the
analysis and conceptualization of texts, are based on
advanced knowledge discovery methods and tools,
which have been described by the authors in pre-
vious works ([8], for example) and have been cus-
tomized for the specific problem accordingly. Oth-
ers, on the other hand, are novel altogether, includ-
ing the approach for the identification and measure-
ment of the value of collective perception, based
on Fuzzy Logic and on the concept of User Signa-
ture [11], which has been reformulated by the au-
thors in order to apply it to the context of users’
opinions about specific resources.

As such, the environment includes the follow-
ing components:

1. a Knowledge Extractor and Builder module
(KEB), which encapsulates software compo-
nents for crawling texts from online sources and
processing them via lexical analysis, NLP and
wikification techniques, as well as for building
taxonomies from the texts themselves;

2. a Sentiment Detector and Analyzer module
(SDA), whose purpose is to find textual refer-
ences to POIs from online messages and evalu-
ate their sentiment values in terms of the posi-
tivity, negativity or neutrality of the opinions ex-
pressed by online users;

3. a Collective Perception Identifier module (CPI),
meant to produce the POI signatures for each
POI, or the Area signature for an entire area con-
taining more than one POI, thus evaluating the
collective perception of the community with re-
spect to the POIs or the Area. The CP is then

used in order to perform scenario analysis by us-
ing Fuzzy Cognitive Maps.

The conceptual architecture of the proposed en-
vironment is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Conceptual architecture of the
environment.

3.1 Extraction and Building of the POI
Knowledge Base

The Knowledge Extractor and Builder mod-
ule (KEB) is responsible of acquiring information
about the POIs to be considered and turning it into
a structured taxonomy of relevant concepts. Given a
POI, such a module implements the procedure made
up of the following steps.

3.1.1 Text Crawling and Extraction

Textual repositories containing relevant infor-
mation about the POI are crawled (step 1.1 from
Table 1). Specifically, at this stage of the work
the Wikipedia page (article) describing the POI is
the one considered. This choice was made to pro-
vide the system with an information summary for
the selected POI, given the general availability of
Wikipedia articles and the user-driven knowledge
usually contained within them. Thus, the automatic
crawling of this information overcomes the need to
manually identify relevant tags for the specific POI
and painstakingly annotate it accordingly. Besides,
the user-driven nature of such information makes
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Table 1. Summary of the process implemented by the proposed architecture, underlying the input, output
and purpose/motivation for each of its steps.

Step # Step name Input Output Purpose/motivation
1.1 Text crawling and

extraction
Name of the POI, Wikipedia
page about the POI

Paragraph of text describing
the POIs, as extracted from
the “Introduction” section of a
Wikipedia article or from the
latter’s first paragraph (“His-
tory” excluded)

Automatic retrieval of textual informa-
tion about a given POI. The alterna-
tive would have been a manual input of
knowledge about the POI itself.

1.2 Conceptualization Textual paragraph describing
the given POI from 1.1

Pairs of term-topic, where term
is a relevant term identified
within the text, and topic is a
semantically-relevant topic for
the identified term as found
in the Wikipedia commonsense
knowledge base; for each pair,
the topic is selected as the rele-
vant “concept” to be associated
with the POI

Automatic extraction of relevant con-
cepts that describe a POI. This replaces
the error-prone and time-consuming
process of manually extracting relevant
terms from a given text.

1.3 Taxonomy Build-
ing and Enrich-
ment

Relevant concepts for a POI
from 1.2

A taxonomy describing the
POI, made up of the input
concepts each enriched with
a number of potential syn-
onyms, as derived from the
alternative “senses” found in
the Wikipedia commonsense
knowledge base

Creation of a small knowledge base for
the given POI, in a fully-automated way.
The alternative was a manual process.

2.1 Detection of ad-
jectives and ex-
pressions

Taxonomy for a given POI
from 1.3, social network
messages (from an Instagram
group for the purposes of the
experimentation described in
this paper)

List of observations, i.e. adjec-
tives and expressions, found in
the social messages referring to
the given POI

Automatic identification of “qualifiers”
for a given POI as employed by people
discussing it on social networks. The al-
ternative was a manual process.

2.2 Sentiment analy-
sis

List of observations for the
given POI from 2.1

List of observations for the
given POI, each with its cor-
responding sentiment value,
as checked against sentiment-
annotated lexicons

Understanding the sentiment behind the
observations made by people when dis-
cussing a given POI. The alternative was
a manual process.

3.1 Production of
POI and Area
Signatures

List of observations for a POI
from 2.1

POI and Area Signatures,
which are matrices containing
the observations provided by
all the users

Production of the POI and Area signa-
tures, which are pivotal in the compu-
tation of the collective perception in the
subsequent and final step of the process;
these elements play a fundamental role
in the novel approach proposed for com-
puting the CP itself.

3.2 Computation of
the collective
perception

POI and Area Signatures from
3.1, sentiment-annotated ob-
servations from 2.2 and α−cut
parameter

Collective perception of POI or
Area, which is the ultimate out-
put of the whole process

Production of a quantitative value meant
to describe how a POI and/or an area are
actually perceived by the users, by com-
puting the value of collective perception
for the POI or the Area, resorting to a
Fuzzy Inference System processing the
sentiment scores of the observations ex-
tracted from the POI (or Area) Signa-
tures via the α− cut operator.
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Figure 3. Term-topics pairs (with terms enclosed within brackets) derived from the conceptualization
process, ordered from left to right by decreasing semantic relevance.

3.1.3 Taxonomy Building and Enrichment

A knowledge base is created from the returned
concepts (step 1.3 from Table 1). Currently, the
generated knowledge base for each POI is a one-
level taxonomy including among its terms the con-
cepts obtained from the previous step. Furthermore,
a subsequent enrichment step is performed in order
to associate with the POI’s name a list of potential
synonyms or corresponding alternate spellings: this
is done via another Wikification-based process pro-
vided by CONCEPTUM, which returns a number
of “alternate” senses for the POI’s name, as fea-
tured in the Wikipedia knowledge base. For in-
stance, for the “Subterranean Naples” POI, syn-
onyms and additional terms returned include “Sub-
terranean Caves”, “Underground Naples”, “Naples
City Caves”, etc. A refinement that is under re-
search in this regard is related to the creation of
a multi-level taxonomy or a full-fledged ontology,
by taking advantage of another service provided as
a beta version by CONCEPTUM, which detects a
subset of relationships (namely hypernymy, relat-
edness and hierarchy) for the identified concepts
of each POI, in order to generate a small semantic
graph containing them.

3.2 Gathering and Analysis of Users’ Ob-
servations from Online Sources

Once the knowledge bases for the considered
POIs are created, the Sentiment Detector and Ana-
lyzer module (SDA) takes care of scanning users’
comments from online forums, message boards or
social networks, in order to (i) find adjectives and
expressions related to the considered POIs and (ii)
understand and quantify their positivity/negativity
values. These two activities are detailed below.

3.2.1 Detection of Adjectives and Expressions
Related to POIs

The first activity revolves around the identifica-
tion of comments, posts and texts uploaded by users
where the considered POIs are mentioned, either
explicitly or implicitly (step 2.1 from Table 1). The
bulk of such texts is therefore crawled and scanned
in order to detect the presence of a POI “reference”,
i.e. either a POI’s explicit name along with its syn-
onyms/alternate spellings, or some of the concepts
associated with it via the generated taxonomy. For
each sentence containing a POI reference, adjec-
tives directly linked to the reference, as well as ex-
pressions as predicative nominals linked by copulas
to the reference, are detected and retrieved via syn-
tax parsing. The result of this activity produces a
map structure whose keys are the POIs referenced
within the scanned texts and whose values are the
corresponding adjectives and expressions referring
to them.

3.2.2 Analysis of the Sentiment Associated with
the Detected Adjectives and Expressions

The map produced by the previous activity is
then passed to the submodule responsible for the
sentiment check (see step 2.2 in Table 1). Specif-
ically, for each POI, the adjectives and expressions
related to it are checked against a lexicon annotated
with sentiment values in order to establish their po-
tential positive, negative or objective value. The
lexicons currently used by the system are Senti-
WordNet [9] for the English language, and the one
used in [21] as a byproduct of three lexicons (Sen-
tiWordNet, MultiWordNet and WordNet itself) for
the Italian language. The submodule returns, for
each adjective/expression, values in the [0,1] range
that represent the adjective/expression’s positivity,
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Table 1. Summary of the process implemented by the proposed architecture, underlying the input, output
and purpose/motivation for each of its steps.

Step # Step name Input Output Purpose/motivation
1.1 Text crawling and

extraction
Name of the POI, Wikipedia
page about the POI

Paragraph of text describing
the POIs, as extracted from
the “Introduction” section of a
Wikipedia article or from the
latter’s first paragraph (“His-
tory” excluded)

Automatic retrieval of textual informa-
tion about a given POI. The alterna-
tive would have been a manual input of
knowledge about the POI itself.

1.2 Conceptualization Textual paragraph describing
the given POI from 1.1

Pairs of term-topic, where term
is a relevant term identified
within the text, and topic is a
semantically-relevant topic for
the identified term as found
in the Wikipedia commonsense
knowledge base; for each pair,
the topic is selected as the rele-
vant “concept” to be associated
with the POI

Automatic extraction of relevant con-
cepts that describe a POI. This replaces
the error-prone and time-consuming
process of manually extracting relevant
terms from a given text.

1.3 Taxonomy Build-
ing and Enrich-
ment

Relevant concepts for a POI
from 1.2

A taxonomy describing the
POI, made up of the input
concepts each enriched with
a number of potential syn-
onyms, as derived from the
alternative “senses” found in
the Wikipedia commonsense
knowledge base

Creation of a small knowledge base for
the given POI, in a fully-automated way.
The alternative was a manual process.

2.1 Detection of ad-
jectives and ex-
pressions

Taxonomy for a given POI
from 1.3, social network
messages (from an Instagram
group for the purposes of the
experimentation described in
this paper)

List of observations, i.e. adjec-
tives and expressions, found in
the social messages referring to
the given POI

Automatic identification of “qualifiers”
for a given POI as employed by people
discussing it on social networks. The al-
ternative was a manual process.

2.2 Sentiment analy-
sis

List of observations for the
given POI from 2.1

List of observations for the
given POI, each with its cor-
responding sentiment value,
as checked against sentiment-
annotated lexicons

Understanding the sentiment behind the
observations made by people when dis-
cussing a given POI. The alternative was
a manual process.

3.1 Production of
POI and Area
Signatures

List of observations for a POI
from 2.1

POI and Area Signatures,
which are matrices containing
the observations provided by
all the users

Production of the POI and Area signa-
tures, which are pivotal in the compu-
tation of the collective perception in the
subsequent and final step of the process;
these elements play a fundamental role
in the novel approach proposed for com-
puting the CP itself.

3.2 Computation of
the collective
perception

POI and Area Signatures from
3.1, sentiment-annotated ob-
servations from 2.2 and α−cut
parameter

Collective perception of POI or
Area, which is the ultimate out-
put of the whole process

Production of a quantitative value meant
to describe how a POI and/or an area are
actually perceived by the users, by com-
puting the value of collective perception
for the POI or the Area, resorting to a
Fuzzy Inference System processing the
sentiment scores of the observations ex-
tracted from the POI (or Area) Signa-
tures via the α− cut operator.
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negativity, or neutrality, whose sum total is 1. As
such, for the i-eth POI, its corresponding positivity
(Spi), negativity (Sni) or neutrality (Sui) values are
computed as follows

Spi =
∑K

k=1 pk

K
(8)

Sni =
∑K

k=1 nk

K
(9)

Sui =
∑K

k=1 uk

K
(10)

where K is the total number of adjec-
tives/expressions found and evaluated, and pk,
nk and uk are the k-th positivity, negativity and
neutrality value, respectively, for the k-th adjec-
tive/expression.

3.3 An Environment for Extracting and
Evaluating the Users’ Perception of
POIs

3.3.1 Evaluation of the Collective Perception
for POIs via POI Signatures

The Collective Perception Identifier module
(CPI) is responsible for the computation of the col-
lective perception starting from the observations
and the sentiment identified by the SDA module
described in the previous section. First of all, the
module produces the POI signatures for all of the
selected POIs (see step 3.1 in Table 1). As an exam-
ple, let us consider Table 2 which contains, within
its rows, the observations extracted in step 2.1 by
the SDA module and, within its columns, the users
who have made such observation in their comments.
For computing the POI Signature, it is necessary to
evaluate the UserActivity and the ObsPop for each
user and observation using equations 1 and 3. Such
values are reported on the last row and on the last
column in Table 2. Subsequently, it is possible to
evaluate the value of the POI Signature relation by
using eq. 5, and in particular, by using the min as a
t −norm. Such values are reported in Table 3. The
POI Signature can be used to evaluate the collec-
tive perception. Specifically, it is possible to use all
the observations extracted by the SDA module, but
in such case the observations that are very frequent
and the ones that are unusual are treated in the same

way. To avoid such a behavior, it is possible to con-
sider just a subset of all the observations. Specifi-
cally, by using an al pha-cut operation on the fuzzy
relation POI Signature, only the pairs < ui,o j >
whose value of POI Signature is greater than al pha
are considered. For instance, in Table 3, the val-
ues highlighted in red represent the pairs < ui,o j >
with α-cut > 0.5. The observations contained in the
pairs considered after the α-cut operation represent
a bag of observations that convey the collective per-
ception of the community (specifically, for the users
who are more active). Considering this bag of ob-
servations and the sentiment scores of such words
as computed by the SDA module, it is possible to
obtain the final value of the CP.

Table 2. Example of observations for a POI with
UserActivity and ObsPop

Observation u1 u2 u3 u4 ObsPop
amazing X 0.33
serene X X 0.66

beautiful X X X 1
disgusting X X 0.66

UserActivity 1.00 0.66 0.33 0.33

Table 3. Example of POI Signature

Observation u1 u2 u3 u4 ObsPop
amazing 0.33 0.33
serene 0.66 0.66 0.66

beautiful 1 0.33 0.33 1
disgusting 0.66 0.33 0.66

UserActivity 1.00 0.66 0.33 0.33

Table 4. If-Then rules to achieve CP (in case of
O=Low)

P O N CP
R1 H L L VP
R2 H L M P
R3 H L H N
R4 M L L P
R5 M L M N
R6 M L H B
R7 L L L N
R8 L L M B
R9 L L H VB

In order to evaluate the collective perception re-
lated to a single POI (see step 3.2 in Table 1), a
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Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is used, whose rule
base is reported in Table 4, so that it is possible to
obtain the value of the CP starting from the senti-
ment scores Spi, Sni and Sui (Eq. 8 - 10) for each
observations we have selected with the α-cut oper-
ation.

Such scores are intended as the inputs of the FIS
and their membership functions are reported in Fig-
ure 4. The FIS allows us to obtain a value for the
collective perception, obtained by defuzzifying the
output of the FIS.

Figure 4. Fuzzy variables and membership of the
FIS for computing the collective perception

The CP value helps us with the estimation of
the perception that a community has with respect to
the analyzed POI. Depending on the type of the se-
lected comments as well as on the characteristics of
the considered community, such CP can refer to dif-
ferent, specific assets of the city, allowing us to exe-
cute several kinds of what-if analysis as mentioned
above. For instance, such collective perception may
refer to wider concepts like the quality of the urban
space as perceived by the community, or it can refer
to more specific assets like the quality of the trans-
portations or the perceived safety. In such cases, it
is required that the comments processed by the SDA
module are related only to that specific asset. By
leveraging the taxonomy created by the KEB mod-
ule, it is possible to select only those comments that
are relevant for the kind of what-if analysis chosen
and the related city assets.

3.3.2 Area Signature

In most cases, the evaluation of the collective
perception of a whole geographical area, instead of
a single POI, is of relevance (see step 3.2 in Table 1
as well). The collective perception of a whole area
is computed by aggregating the POI Signatures of
all the POIs that are located in that area. To group

the POI Signatures the approach proposed in [11],
based on the Ordered Weighted Average (OWA) op-
erator [22], is used

AreaSignature(ui,o j) =

= OWALQ
POIm∈Area(POISigPOIm(ui,o j))

(11)

The attractiveness of OWA comes from its ability
to combine pieces of information using linguistic
quantifiers (LQ) defining both range and degree of
contribution of individual pieces toward the over-
all value. Different linguistic quantifiers LQ allows
one to control the degree of exactness of the de-
scription of the group of POIs. A coarse-grained
characterization will be obtained if the quantifier is
LQ = max, while a narrower characterization will
be obtained with the quantifier LQ=min as only the
most common pairs (ui,o j) will be included in the
Area Signature. Roughly speaking, the Area Signa-
ture associates a bag of observations with the area
so as to reflect the perceptions and the opinions of
the community on its POIs. To transform this bag
of observations into the value of Collective Percep-
tion, the same approach used for a single POI is em-
ployed.

Please note that there are two degrees of free-
dom to modify the characterization of the area:

– by changing the linguistic quantifier LQ in Eq.
11

– by changing the α-cut in Eq. 5. Indeed, by us-
ing a lower value of the α-cut, the POI Signature
will contain less frequent pairs (ui,o j) as well,
leading to a wider and less precise characteri-
zation of the area, but also revealing meaning-
ful observations although not so popular. With
greater values of α-cut a dual behavior is obvi-
ously obtained.

4 Experimentation of the System

After a preliminary evaluation carried out ear-
lier in order to assess the feasibility of the proposed
approach (as described in [10]), a more comprehen-
sive experimentation has been performed upon the
Metropolitan City of Naples, Italy.
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negativity, or neutrality, whose sum total is 1. As
such, for the i-eth POI, its corresponding positivity
(Spi), negativity (Sni) or neutrality (Sui) values are
computed as follows
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where K is the total number of adjec-
tives/expressions found and evaluated, and pk,
nk and uk are the k-th positivity, negativity and
neutrality value, respectively, for the k-th adjec-
tive/expression.

3.3 An Environment for Extracting and
Evaluating the Users’ Perception of
POIs

3.3.1 Evaluation of the Collective Perception
for POIs via POI Signatures

The Collective Perception Identifier module
(CPI) is responsible for the computation of the col-
lective perception starting from the observations
and the sentiment identified by the SDA module
described in the previous section. First of all, the
module produces the POI signatures for all of the
selected POIs (see step 3.1 in Table 1). As an exam-
ple, let us consider Table 2 which contains, within
its rows, the observations extracted in step 2.1 by
the SDA module and, within its columns, the users
who have made such observation in their comments.
For computing the POI Signature, it is necessary to
evaluate the UserActivity and the ObsPop for each
user and observation using equations 1 and 3. Such
values are reported on the last row and on the last
column in Table 2. Subsequently, it is possible to
evaluate the value of the POI Signature relation by
using eq. 5, and in particular, by using the min as a
t −norm. Such values are reported in Table 3. The
POI Signature can be used to evaluate the collec-
tive perception. Specifically, it is possible to use all
the observations extracted by the SDA module, but
in such case the observations that are very frequent
and the ones that are unusual are treated in the same

way. To avoid such a behavior, it is possible to con-
sider just a subset of all the observations. Specifi-
cally, by using an al pha-cut operation on the fuzzy
relation POI Signature, only the pairs < ui,o j >
whose value of POI Signature is greater than al pha
are considered. For instance, in Table 3, the val-
ues highlighted in red represent the pairs < ui,o j >
with α-cut > 0.5. The observations contained in the
pairs considered after the α-cut operation represent
a bag of observations that convey the collective per-
ception of the community (specifically, for the users
who are more active). Considering this bag of ob-
servations and the sentiment scores of such words
as computed by the SDA module, it is possible to
obtain the final value of the CP.

Table 2. Example of observations for a POI with
UserActivity and ObsPop

Observation u1 u2 u3 u4 ObsPop
amazing X 0.33
serene X X 0.66

beautiful X X X 1
disgusting X X 0.66

UserActivity 1.00 0.66 0.33 0.33

Table 3. Example of POI Signature
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amazing 0.33 0.33
serene 0.66 0.66 0.66

beautiful 1 0.33 0.33 1
disgusting 0.66 0.33 0.66
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Table 4. If-Then rules to achieve CP (in case of
O=Low)
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R1 H L L VP
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R3 H L H N
R4 M L L P
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In order to evaluate the collective perception re-
lated to a single POI (see step 3.2 in Table 1), a
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4.1 Data

In this regard, an area of Naples, downtown,
was selected, upon which decision makers may
want to perform their research. The area, depicted
in Figure 6, has an extension of 1.57 km2, and in-
cludes eight tourist attractions: the Royal Palace
of Naples, the San Carlo Theater, Piazza Plebisc-
ito, Castel Nuovo, The Molosiglio Gardens, Gal-
leria Umberto I, Subterranean Naples, the Basilica
of San Francesco di Paola and the Church of Santa
Maria Francesca.

From these eight POIs, a representative sample
of 4 points was selected:

– 2 strongly attractive POIs (according to the eval-
uations the POIs received on Google Maps):
Subterranean Naples and Piazza Plebiscito;

– 2 weakly attractive POIs: Gardens of Molosiglio
and the Church of Santa Maria Francesca.

In this scenario, the attractiveness of the POIs
depends on the overall ratings of such places on
Google Maps.

The position of the four POIs is depicted on the
map featured in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The POIs of the considered area chosen
for the experimentation, namely Subterranean

Naples (“Napoli Sotterranea”) and Piazza
Plebiscito [strongly attractive POIs], and the

Gardens of Molosiglio (“Giardini di Molosiglio”)
and the Church of Santa Maria Francesca (“Chiesa

di Santa Maria Francesca”)[weakly attractive
POIs].

The user community considered was “Napol-
iDaVivere”, an Instagram group with more than
22000 followers and 30 users (who are the admin-
istrators of the group). 30 comments for each POI

were analyzed in order to construct the POI signa-
tures and then evaluate the collective perception of
the selected area.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 POI Signature

Following the approach described in Section 3,
the Knowledge Extractor and Builder (KEB) mod-
ule generates a taxonomy of the most relevant con-
cepts related to the selected POIs. The Sentiment
Detector and Analyzer (SDA) module scans the
users’ comments for the selected POIs in order to
identify the most relevant observations (adjectives
and expressions) which refer to important concepts
related to the POI. In this process, the SDA lever-
ages the taxonomy of concepts created by the KEB
for understanding whether an adjective or an ex-
pression actually refers to the POI. The identifica-
tion of all the observations for the POIs allows the
system to compute the POI Signatures. Figures 7
thru 10 show the pairs of users and observations
(ui,o j) for each POI. Users are listed along the rows
of the tables, while the observations along their
columns. A “1” in the cell (ui,o j) indicates that the
user ui expressed the observation o j in his/her com-
ment regarding that POI. In the last column, the val-
ues of the UserActivity (Eq. 1) are reported, indicat-
ing the degree of activity of the user (i.e. how many
observations he/she used) with respect to all the
other users. In the last row, the values of ObsPop
(Eq. 3) are listed, representing the popularity of the
observation among the users.

The value of the POI Signature is evaluated by
using Eq. 5 for the four POIs. In this experimen-
tation scenario, two different values of α-cut are
used: α-cut > 0.5 to select the most common pairs
of users and observations, and α-cut > 0.3 to select
a larger number of pairs, even if they are less fre-
quent. In this way, it is possible to show the effect
of the α-cut on the collective perception value.

The SDA module computes the sentiment
scores for each observation. From these, the ob-
servations that are too objective (i.e. with a value of
objectiveness O > 0.5) are removed, since they do
not contribute to the value of collective perception.

With an α-cut > 0.5, the following bags of ob-
servation for each POI are obtained:
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Figure 6. Area of Naples, downtown, chosen for the experimentation, with an extension of 1.57 square
meters.

Figure 7. POI Signature for POI1 (Subterranean Naples)
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4.1 Data

In this regard, an area of Naples, downtown,
was selected, upon which decision makers may
want to perform their research. The area, depicted
in Figure 6, has an extension of 1.57 km2, and in-
cludes eight tourist attractions: the Royal Palace
of Naples, the San Carlo Theater, Piazza Plebisc-
ito, Castel Nuovo, The Molosiglio Gardens, Gal-
leria Umberto I, Subterranean Naples, the Basilica
of San Francesco di Paola and the Church of Santa
Maria Francesca.

From these eight POIs, a representative sample
of 4 points was selected:

– 2 strongly attractive POIs (according to the eval-
uations the POIs received on Google Maps):
Subterranean Naples and Piazza Plebiscito;

– 2 weakly attractive POIs: Gardens of Molosiglio
and the Church of Santa Maria Francesca.

In this scenario, the attractiveness of the POIs
depends on the overall ratings of such places on
Google Maps.

The position of the four POIs is depicted on the
map featured in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The POIs of the considered area chosen
for the experimentation, namely Subterranean

Naples (“Napoli Sotterranea”) and Piazza
Plebiscito [strongly attractive POIs], and the

Gardens of Molosiglio (“Giardini di Molosiglio”)
and the Church of Santa Maria Francesca (“Chiesa

di Santa Maria Francesca”)[weakly attractive
POIs].

The user community considered was “Napol-
iDaVivere”, an Instagram group with more than
22000 followers and 30 users (who are the admin-
istrators of the group). 30 comments for each POI

were analyzed in order to construct the POI signa-
tures and then evaluate the collective perception of
the selected area.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 POI Signature

Following the approach described in Section 3,
the Knowledge Extractor and Builder (KEB) mod-
ule generates a taxonomy of the most relevant con-
cepts related to the selected POIs. The Sentiment
Detector and Analyzer (SDA) module scans the
users’ comments for the selected POIs in order to
identify the most relevant observations (adjectives
and expressions) which refer to important concepts
related to the POI. In this process, the SDA lever-
ages the taxonomy of concepts created by the KEB
for understanding whether an adjective or an ex-
pression actually refers to the POI. The identifica-
tion of all the observations for the POIs allows the
system to compute the POI Signatures. Figures 7
thru 10 show the pairs of users and observations
(ui,o j) for each POI. Users are listed along the rows
of the tables, while the observations along their
columns. A “1” in the cell (ui,o j) indicates that the
user ui expressed the observation o j in his/her com-
ment regarding that POI. In the last column, the val-
ues of the UserActivity (Eq. 1) are reported, indicat-
ing the degree of activity of the user (i.e. how many
observations he/she used) with respect to all the
other users. In the last row, the values of ObsPop
(Eq. 3) are listed, representing the popularity of the
observation among the users.

The value of the POI Signature is evaluated by
using Eq. 5 for the four POIs. In this experimen-
tation scenario, two different values of α-cut are
used: α-cut > 0.5 to select the most common pairs
of users and observations, and α-cut > 0.3 to select
a larger number of pairs, even if they are less fre-
quent. In this way, it is possible to show the effect
of the α-cut on the collective perception value.

The SDA module computes the sentiment
scores for each observation. From these, the ob-
servations that are too objective (i.e. with a value of
objectiveness O > 0.5) are removed, since they do
not contribute to the value of collective perception.

With an α-cut > 0.5, the following bags of ob-
servation for each POI are obtained:
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Figure 8. Signature for POI2 (Church of Santa Maria Francesca)

Figure 9. Signature for POI3 (Piazza Plebiscito)
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Figure 10. Signature for POI4 (Gardens of Molosiglio)

– POI1 Subterranean Naples: {wonderful, uncom-
fortable, worthful}

– POI2 Church of Santa Maria Francesca:
{criminal, beautiful, noise, dangerous, emo-
tional}

– POI3 Piazza Plebiscito: {wonderful}

– POI4 Gardens of Molosiglio: {wonderful, abu-
sive, vagabonds}

By using α-cut > 0.3, other observations are
added to the four bags:

– POI1 Subterranean Naples: {wonderful, uncom-
fortable, worthful, suggestive, charming}

– POI2 Church of Santa Maria Francesca:
{criminal, beautiful, noise, dangerous, emo-
tional, amazing}

– POI3 Piazza Plebiscito: {wonderful, dirty}

– POI4 Gardens of Molosiglio: {wonderful, abu-
sive, vagabonds, dirty, suggestive, worthful,
charming}

The Collective Perception Identifier module
(CPI) computes the arithmetic mean of the senti-
ment scores of all the observations for a same POI,
with the two different values of α-cut. Such aver-
age values of the sentiment scores become the input
of the Fuzzy Inference System for computing the
collective perception. The values of the collective
perception of the four POIs are reported in table 5.

Table 5. Collective perception of the four POIs
with α-cut > 0.5 and α-cut > 0.3

POI CP
α-cut > 0.5

CP
α-cut > 0.3

Subterranean Naples 0.69 0.72
Church 0.36 0.47
Piazza Plebiscito 0.83 0.63
Gardens Molosiglio 0.33 0.5

By analyzing the obtained results, it becomes
clear that the most attractive POIs (Subterranean
Naples and Piazza Plebiscito) are positively per-
ceived by the community, confirming that they are
two of the most important touristic attractions in
Naples. On the other hand, the perception on the
Church is really poor, and this is mainly due to the
presence of observations like “criminal” and “dan-
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Figure 8. Signature for POI2 (Church of Santa Maria Francesca)

Figure 9. Signature for POI3 (Piazza Plebiscito)
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gerous”. This is because the Church lies in a neigh-
borhood of the city that is considered dangerous
due to frequent robberies. With respect to Piazza
Plebiscito (POI3), it is possible to notice a decrease
in the CP when considering α-cut > 0.3. In this
case, in fact, observations like “dirty” contribute to
a bad perception of the area and refer to a situation
of dirt and disorder that some users of the commu-
nity begin to perceive in a negative way. This shows
that it is useful to evaluate the collective perception
at different values of α-cut in order to identify hid-
den issues in the analyzed area.

4.2.2 Area Signature and Fuzzy Cognitive Map

The Area Signature is useful for evaluating the
collective perception (CP) of the whole area and it
can be used in what-if analysis scenarios based on
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. The Area Signature for the
selected area of Naples downtown is evaluated by
using the Eq. 11. An arithmetic mean is used as the
average function. The collective perception of the
whole area with α-cut > 0.5 is CP = 0.64, whereas
with α-cut > 0.3 is CP = 0.5.

Figure 11 shows the FCM used for the what-if
analysis. This map is built by integrating the maps
proposed in [14] and [23] but we consider only a
subsets of concepts from both maps. It contains the
causal relationships between some important con-
cepts and assets related to the management of a
city, like environment, transportation, social assets
and government. Indeed, the definition of a cog-
nitive map for studying the cause-effect relation-
ships among the different assets of a city is out of
the scope of this article and it is a rather difficult
task to carry out. Instead, the authors’ purpose in
this work is to underline the usefulness of a quan-
titative evaluation of the collective perception of a
community for carrying out a what-if scenario anal-
ysis. Thus, the choice was made to use already
existing maps for experimenting the proposed ap-
proach in this scenario. The first map used to define
the map for this scenario is proposed in [14] and
it is a Fuzzy Cognitive Map related to the city of
Bilbao. Its main purpose is to study the effect of
different plausible policy scenarios with respect to
the urban resilience in the city of Bilbao, especially
for the energy perspective. The approach for defin-
ing this map is interesting as it proposes to use dif-
ferent perspectives from multiple stakeholders and

then it proposes a process to integrate all the per-
spectives in a single map. The second work used in
order to define the FCM for the evaluation scenario
is defined in [23]. This map is related to the city
of Taipei City and its main focus is the relationship
between different transportation strategies and sev-
eral key performance indicators (like energy con-
sumption, air pollution, infrastructure). Then, an
approach similar to the one of [14] was used to ag-
gregate the main concepts of these two maps, thus
producing the map of Figure 11, which is useful to
demonstrate the added value of CP in analyzing the
quality of an urban space.

Figure 11. Fuzzy Cognitive Map for the evaluation
scenario (from [10])

In the proposed map, the CP of the area is
used as the activation level of the “Quality of Ur-
ban Space” concept. This is motivated by the fact
that the Quality of Urban Space is a faceted concept
which includes aspects such as quality of buildings,
cultural and tourist attractions, safety, transporta-
tions and so on. For the objective of this evalua-
tion scenario, only one indicator for the Quality of
Urban Space is considered, i.e. the quality of tourist
attractions, specifically of the four considered POIs.
It is reasonable to state that very positive perception
of urban areas match with higher levels of Quality
of Urban Space.

In order to evaluate the impact of the collective
perception on the concepts of the FCM, a baseline
scenario with which to compare the obtained results
is needed. Therefore, the equilibrium states of the
map is chosen as a baseline scenario. The activation
levels of the concepts of the map at the equilibrium
are reported in Figure 12 and 13 in the Scenario 1
column.
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Considering the value of CP = 0.64, and using
it as Quality of Urban Space, the activation levels of
the map change as reported in column Scenario 2
in Figure 12. It can be noticed that, in order to
face a decrease in the value of the Quality of Urban
Space (from 0.657 given by the equilibrium state
to 0.64 given by the collective perception), an in-
crease in the public policies of 0.85% is required.
Thus, the FCM can help the decision makers under-
stand which asset, among the main assets of the city,
they need to intervene on for responding to a slight
decrease of the collective perception regarding the
quality of the urban space.

When using α-cut > 0.3, the value of CP = 0.5
is used as the activation level of the FCM. Figure
13 reports the activation levels in this case with re-
spect to the equilibrium state of the map. Here, the
significant decrease of the Quality of Urban Space
requires a greater improvement of the public poli-
cies (about 10.58%). Besides, also the transporta-
tion might need some interventions (1.11%).

5 Discussion

5.1 Theoretical Implications

This work proposes the adoption of a new deci-
sional paradigm which is complementary to the tra-
ditional decisional approaches used in urban plan-
ning and government. Indeed, even if the traditional
approaches use the opinions of experts, they rarely
consider the perception that the citizens have of an
entire area, and even more rarely the impact that
it may have on the different assets of the city, like
public policies, safety and transportation. The ul-
timate purpose of the proposed environment is to
increase the awareness of decision makers related
to the perception that a community has about a spe-
cific area of interest in the city. Such an awareness
becomes systematic in the decisional processes for
urban planning and development. Moreover, this
environment allows to consider the opinions and
the points of view of citizens and communities in a
way that is less invasive as possible, since it consid-
ers observations and comments that the users have
published for a completely different purpose. Con-
sequently, it reduces the difficulty in the realization
of decision support systems that need to involve a
community.

5.2 Managerial Implications

The proposed environment supports different
stakeholders in taking decisions with systems that
are easily to configure and use. Its approach allows
users to set different parameters to fine-tune the pro-
cess, thus providing a high level of flexibility in the
decision analysis. In fact, it is possible to analyze
the same data at different levels of granularity, by
considering less or more numbers of POIs and ob-
servations. Specifically, the alpha− cut value can
be considered as a tool for the decision maker to
understand what happens to the collective percep-
tion (or to the other assets of the city) when con-
sidering or eliminating some observations. This
enables decision makers to easily uncover hidden
observations and critical aspects that may help im-
prove their awareness with respect to specific issues
of the city, whereas with other approaches based on
sentiment analysis techniques a similar result is not
so easy to obtain.

Another degree of freedom is given by the lin-
guistic quantifier used in the evaluation of the Area
Signature. The decision maker may choose to
weigh in different ways the positive or the negative
observations, or to give a different importance to
the most recent observations with respect to older
observations.

6 Conclusion

In this work, an environment for helping deci-
sion makers within the context of a Smart City has
been introduced. This environment implemented a
methodology meant to acquire and exploit the col-
lective perception of Points of Interest in a Smart
City, based on an innovative combination of tech-
niques, including semantic knowledge discovery,
sentiment analysis, Fuzzy Cognitive Maps and POI
signatures, which is unprecedented in this domain.
As such, this methodology exploits the concepts
of shared perception and awareness, enabling de-
cision makers to take into account the different, of-
ten heterogeneous, perspectives of a wide range of
stakeholders (citizens included) with respect to rel-
evant city events and phenomena and to the city as
a whole. A significant application of this process is
testified by the reported experimentation of the pro-
posed environment, carried out against a massive
user community discussing the large metropolitan
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gerous”. This is because the Church lies in a neigh-
borhood of the city that is considered dangerous
due to frequent robberies. With respect to Piazza
Plebiscito (POI3), it is possible to notice a decrease
in the CP when considering α-cut > 0.3. In this
case, in fact, observations like “dirty” contribute to
a bad perception of the area and refer to a situation
of dirt and disorder that some users of the commu-
nity begin to perceive in a negative way. This shows
that it is useful to evaluate the collective perception
at different values of α-cut in order to identify hid-
den issues in the analyzed area.

4.2.2 Area Signature and Fuzzy Cognitive Map

The Area Signature is useful for evaluating the
collective perception (CP) of the whole area and it
can be used in what-if analysis scenarios based on
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. The Area Signature for the
selected area of Naples downtown is evaluated by
using the Eq. 11. An arithmetic mean is used as the
average function. The collective perception of the
whole area with α-cut > 0.5 is CP = 0.64, whereas
with α-cut > 0.3 is CP = 0.5.

Figure 11 shows the FCM used for the what-if
analysis. This map is built by integrating the maps
proposed in [14] and [23] but we consider only a
subsets of concepts from both maps. It contains the
causal relationships between some important con-
cepts and assets related to the management of a
city, like environment, transportation, social assets
and government. Indeed, the definition of a cog-
nitive map for studying the cause-effect relation-
ships among the different assets of a city is out of
the scope of this article and it is a rather difficult
task to carry out. Instead, the authors’ purpose in
this work is to underline the usefulness of a quan-
titative evaluation of the collective perception of a
community for carrying out a what-if scenario anal-
ysis. Thus, the choice was made to use already
existing maps for experimenting the proposed ap-
proach in this scenario. The first map used to define
the map for this scenario is proposed in [14] and
it is a Fuzzy Cognitive Map related to the city of
Bilbao. Its main purpose is to study the effect of
different plausible policy scenarios with respect to
the urban resilience in the city of Bilbao, especially
for the energy perspective. The approach for defin-
ing this map is interesting as it proposes to use dif-
ferent perspectives from multiple stakeholders and

then it proposes a process to integrate all the per-
spectives in a single map. The second work used in
order to define the FCM for the evaluation scenario
is defined in [23]. This map is related to the city
of Taipei City and its main focus is the relationship
between different transportation strategies and sev-
eral key performance indicators (like energy con-
sumption, air pollution, infrastructure). Then, an
approach similar to the one of [14] was used to ag-
gregate the main concepts of these two maps, thus
producing the map of Figure 11, which is useful to
demonstrate the added value of CP in analyzing the
quality of an urban space.

Figure 11. Fuzzy Cognitive Map for the evaluation
scenario (from [10])

In the proposed map, the CP of the area is
used as the activation level of the “Quality of Ur-
ban Space” concept. This is motivated by the fact
that the Quality of Urban Space is a faceted concept
which includes aspects such as quality of buildings,
cultural and tourist attractions, safety, transporta-
tions and so on. For the objective of this evalua-
tion scenario, only one indicator for the Quality of
Urban Space is considered, i.e. the quality of tourist
attractions, specifically of the four considered POIs.
It is reasonable to state that very positive perception
of urban areas match with higher levels of Quality
of Urban Space.

In order to evaluate the impact of the collective
perception on the concepts of the FCM, a baseline
scenario with which to compare the obtained results
is needed. Therefore, the equilibrium states of the
map is chosen as a baseline scenario. The activation
levels of the concepts of the map at the equilibrium
are reported in Figure 12 and 13 in the Scenario 1
column.
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Figure 12. Comparison between the two scenarios (equilibrium and CP = 0.64 with α-cut > 0.5)

Figure 13. Comparison between the two scenarios (equilibrium and CP = 0.50 with α-cut > 0.3)

city of Naples, Italy. Results yielded in similar
contexts may prove significantly useful for provid-
ing decision makers with a clearer awareness of the
positive and/or critical aspects of urban areas, thus
helping them find or refine the measures to be taken
for better managing the city itself and boost its de-
velopment.

Further refinements of the methodology imple-
mented and of the environment itself include the ex-
tension of the POI knowledge base according to the
availability of public touristic repositories of infor-
mation related to city attractions and points of inter-
est. Also, additional experimentations against other
urban contexts and cities, as well as with respect
to different concepts aside from the quality of ur-
ban space, are expected to be carried out in order
to further extend the conclusions of this work and
strengthen the effectiveness of the proposed envi-
ronment.
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ing decision makers with a clearer awareness of the
positive and/or critical aspects of urban areas, thus
helping them find or refine the measures to be taken
for better managing the city itself and boost its de-
velopment.

Further refinements of the methodology imple-
mented and of the environment itself include the ex-
tension of the POI knowledge base according to the
availability of public touristic repositories of infor-
mation related to city attractions and points of inter-
est. Also, additional experimentations against other
urban contexts and cities, as well as with respect
to different concepts aside from the quality of ur-
ban space, are expected to be carried out in order
to further extend the conclusions of this work and
strengthen the effectiveness of the proposed envi-
ronment.
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Figure 13. Comparison between the two scenarios (equilibrium and CP = 0.50 with α-cut > 0.3)

city of Naples, Italy. Results yielded in similar
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helping them find or refine the measures to be taken
for better managing the city itself and boost its de-
velopment.

Further refinements of the methodology imple-
mented and of the environment itself include the ex-
tension of the POI knowledge base according to the
availability of public touristic repositories of infor-
mation related to city attractions and points of inter-
est. Also, additional experimentations against other
urban contexts and cities, as well as with respect
to different concepts aside from the quality of ur-
ban space, are expected to be carried out in order
to further extend the conclusions of this work and
strengthen the effectiveness of the proposed envi-
ronment.
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